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The Oxford Study Bible is the first one-volume resource that introduces readers to the Bible
through a combination of an overview of biblical history and scholarship and direct commentary
on the text. Its features include 23 indispensable articles on the history, literary background,
andcultural influences of the Bible, the complete text of the Revised English Bible with the
Apocrypha, fully revised and updated page-by-page textual annotations, a special index to
people, places, and themes in the Bible, and full color New Oxford Bible Maps with index.

"Well-written and up-to-date articles on the historical, cultural, and religious background of the
Bible. The publication of this resource marks a new level of ecumenical cooperation."―David E.
Aune, Loyola UniversityAbout the AuthorM. Jack Suggs is at Brite Divinity School, Texas.
Katharine Doob Sakenfeld is at Princeton Theological Seminary. James R. Mueller is at the
University of Florida.
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Scroop Moth, “"Translation" issue is really "textual source" issue.. A previous Amazon review by
Michael K. Broadhead (see below) calls attention to an "oddity" in the REB's rendering of Jesus
"anger" in Mark 1:41. Broadhead points out that KJV gives "compassion" and RSV gives "pity"
for the same term. He could have added that the NEB -- the predecessor version to the REB --
gives "warm indignation".These words are indeed different. However, differences do not imply
mistranslation, or that one of the translations has to be incorrect, or that the translators were
careless.The REB rendering resulted from the translators' evaluation and selection of various
textual and evidentiary sources, referred to as "witnesses." Tanslators have to assess and take
into account divergent manuscrits in Greek, manuscripts of early translations into other
lnaguages, and quotations from the New Testament by early Christian writers. Translators are
highly conscious of the provisional basis of their judgements about the variants.I have read the
NEB closely and comparatively. Setting aside the concept of accuracy, which is more elusive
than we like to think and beyond the expertise of readers without training in ancient languages,
beyond even that expertise of readers armed with lexicons, I have found the translation to be
strong and convincing. I would especially recommend the REB or the NEB to readers who
already know their KJV and RSV. The differences are more fascinating than "odd."The best
thing about the REB is its full commitment to the English language and willingness to write as
English is written, risky as that may be. So-called "accurate" translations that give give English
word equivalents without sounding like acual English usage fail in the task of translation, from
my point of view.”

Ebook Library Reader, “REB Oxford Study Ed. - Hardcover - Used. Th only thing that would have
made this better would have been being able to buy it NEW. The study guide is quite good
although I really didn't buy this for that specifically. I decided on this as a replacement of my 20+
copy of the REB wih Apocrypha becauce I needed something with a larger type font than was
found in the original. I also decided on the used hardcover version over the new softcover
version because I actually needed something that would stay open and suppport the page as I a
reading it. Also, I live in a very dry part of the country and it has been my unpleasant experience
that the glue fails on large, high use volumes and the covers just fall off. I ws not disappointed in
this used volume. It was in very good condition as advertised and was shipped in a manner that
kept it from being damaged.”

Zachary, “Good but.... As the title says, this study bible is good *but* it's scholarship has some
liberal leanings. If you can get past that then it's worth adding to your arsenal. Why I say "adding"
is because this shouldn't be the only study bible you use. But this is not to say that one shouldn't
purchase it! I think 2 things should be said though:1.) If you're a new believer, then it's better to
go with another more conservative study bible. Once you're fully grounded in the faith *then*



purchase this one.2.) Some of the commentary/footnotes leave you wanting more and doesn't
go as indepth as I would have like to have seen. But again there are nuggets of good info to get
you started in your research.”

S. Petrica, “Useful study edition of an excellent translation. The REB is one of my go-to bible
translations (the other two being the RSV-CE and the Jerusalem Bible). It is a well conceived
and executed revision of the New English Bible (first published in the 1960s). It tones down
some of the NEB's more conspicuous quirks, and it's about the most responsibly "inclusivized"
revision of the 1980s. I keep a copy on my desk.The Oxford Study edition has prefatory material
and footnotes written from a standard academic liberal protestant perspective. There is also a
"Select Index to People, Places, and Themes in the Bible" and a selection of 14 maps from the
Oxford Bible Atlas.”

Michael Greb, “I enjoy the beauty of this translation and wish it’s lyrical .... I enjoy the beauty of
this translation and wish it’s lyrical quality was more available to the general public! Abp. Fulton
Sheen said it was, for him, the best reading English Bible! The notes are rich in content and a
terrific study bible.”

Joseph L. Breckenridge, “A translation that makes the Bible come alive. I bought this translation
based in large part on a review written by Joshua Villines, a pastor in the Atlanta area.The good
things he says about this translation are spot on. To his comments I would add that this
translation makes the text more vivid, clear and alive than many others I have read. This is first-
class work.This particular edition is printed on good paper and is a pleasure to read. For the
price of a good dinner, it's yours.(personal note: the cover is a plastic coated paper. I prefer the
feel of cloth but that is a very small and unimportant complaint.)”

Scott Bulau, “Quick delivery. Thank you”

The book by ESV Bibles has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 47 people have provided feedback.
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